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Respiratory complications are the most common cause of death among patients with

Myotonic Dystrophy type 1 (DM1), but the natural history of respiratory decline in

DM1 patients is incompletely characterized and few predictors of the progression

of respiratory dysfunction have been identified. To identify factors influencing the

progression of respiratory dysfunction electronic medical records from 110 adult patients

diagnosed with DM1 were reviewed along with data for respiratory symptoms and

pulmonary function obtained from routine respiratory therapist clinical evaluations. At

baseline, 70.9% had evidence of restrictive respiratory impairment. We examined various

parameters of respiratory functional status, and found FVC (% predicted) correlated

best with other measures of disease severity. Annual change in FVC was −1.42

(std error = 0.381). Greater CTG repeat size, higher MIRS rating, and longer disease

duration were all correlated with lower baseline FVC but not with annual rate of change.

Wide variability in clinical phenotype made determination of disease measures directly

related to respiratory functional decline challenging.

Keywords: myotonic dystrophy, respiratory, impairment, PFT, FVC

HIGHLIGHTS

- Forced vital capacity (FVC) as a measure of respiratory impairment in Myotonic
Dystrophy type 1.

- FVC impairment is associated with greater CTG repeat size, higher MIRS rating, or longer
disease duration.

- Slowly declining restrictive respiratory impairment in Myotonic Dystrophy type 1.
- Rate of FVC decline in Myotonic Dystrophy type 1 not associated with greater CTG repeat size,
higher MIRS rating, or longer disease duration.

INTRODUCTION

As themost commonmuscular dystrophy in adults, myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) affects about
1 in 8,000 individuals (1). Muscle weakness, atrophy, myotonia are associated with prominent
multisystem involvement including central nervous system dysfunction, endocrinopathies, and
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cardiac conduction abnormalities (2). Respiratory failure is the
most common cause of death in DM1 patients and conversely
DM1 is a likely under recognized cause of respiratory failure
in the undifferentiated patient presenting with respiratory
failure (3–5). This is likely due to a combination of central
respiratory drive dysfunction and the effects of skeletal muscle
weakness along with upper airway muscle dysfunction leading
to obstructive sleep apnea and aspiration (3, 4). Restrictive
ventilatory patterns with impaired forced vital capacity (FVC),
vital capacity (VC), max inspiratory pressure (MIP), and max
expiratory pressure (MEP) and associated chronic hypercapnia
and sleep disordered breathing are common in DM1 (6).
While it’s well-established that general muscle impairment is
more severe with higher CTG repeat size and progresses
throughout disease duration, increased respiratory dysfunction
has been inconsistently correlated with higher CTG repeat
sizes and skeletal muscle weakness without consensus (4, 6–8).
Furthermore, the natural history of respiratory functional decline
in DM1 is incompletely understood, and patient characteristics
that may be predictive of this decline are unknown.

One recent retrospective study found that there were
differences between groups of DM1 patients in the time course
of respiratory function decline, such that patients who developed
restrictive lung disease during the follow up period had a faster
annual decline in percent predicted total lung capacity (TLC)
than those who began the study with restrictive lung disease
(8). Other studies have reported declines in spirometry over
time but have not elucidated factors related to a fast or slow
decline (9–11). Gaining an understanding of the natural history
of lung dysfunction in the DM1 patient population will aid in risk
assessment, understanding of pathogenesis, and development
of appropriate outcome measures and treatments for future
therapeutic trials.

We performed a retrospective study of DM1 patients seen
in the Neuromuscular Clinic at the Ohio State University
Wexner Medical Center. Aims of our study were to (I) examine
the natural history of respiratory dysfunction, (II) assess the
associations between respiratory muscle dysfunction and other
patient characteristics, and (III) identify factors that influence
progression of respiratory dysfunction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Data Collection
Electronic medical records were reviewed from patients 18 years
of age or older diagnosed with DM1 seen in the Neurology
Department at The Ohio State University Wexner Medical
Center between March 2009 and July 2019. Demographics,
height, weight, clinical examination, respiratory symptoms, and
pulmonary function tests (PFTs) were recorded for each patient
at every nearest 6-month interval when data was available.
Severity of weakness was graded from 0 to 5 using manual
muscle testing by a neuromuscular specialist and each patient
was assigned a severity grade based on the muscular impairment
rating scale (MIRS) that is commonly used to quantify severity of
muscle weakness in DM1 (12).

Respiratory symptoms and pulmonary function were assessed
during routine clinical evaluations by a single respiratory
therapist in the neuromuscular clinic. Patients were specifically
asked about shortness of breath, dyspnea on exertion, orthopnea,
night sweats, morning headaches, and, when applicable,
compliance with non-invasive ventilation. Routine pulmonary
testing included measurements of oxygen saturation (SpO2),
end-tidal CO2 (EtCO2), total hemoglobin (SpHb), forced vital
capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume (FEV1), FVC/FEV1,
peak expiratory flow (PEF), vital capacity (VC), maximal
inspiratory pressure (MIP), and maximal expiratory pressure
(MEP). Analyses were focused on FVC as an index of ventilatory
muscle function. PFT severity was rated according to the
Knudson scale with FVC % predicted normal if >79%, mild
restriction if 70–79%, moderate restriction if 50–69%, and
severe restriction if less than 50%. Any patients with comorbid
pulmonary diagnoses (i.e., asthma, pulmonary embolism, lung
cancer, lung lesion or mass, alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency, etc.)
or exclusively obstructive impairments noted on pulmonary
function tests were excluded. Ethical standards were adhered
to in accordance with The Ohio State University’s Institutional
Review Board.

Statistical Analysis
Factors influencing respiratory dysfunction at baseline were
investigated with Pearson correlations. The relationships of
specific respiratory symptoms and respiratory dysfunction at
baseline were investigated with Kruskal-Wallis tests. Kruskal-
Wallis analyses were used to compare the annual rate of change
of FVC and EtCO2 across CTG, age of onset, MIRS groups,
and PFT severity; if significant, Wilcoxon tests were used for
pairwise comparison. Correlation between annual rate of change
of FVC and EtCO2 vs. BMI were calculated using Kendall’s tau
correlation. Multiple regression was used to model changes in
FVC (% predicted) over time using the covariates of CTG repeat
length, MIRS score, age at time obtained, and time since baseline.
Restricted cubic spline functions with 3 default knots were used
to allow CTG, age, and time since baseline to act smoothly but
non-linearly. Generalized least squares was used in estimating the
model coefficients while accounting for the temporal correlation
between residuals. A generalized least squares analysis was used
to calculate a slope estimate for the annual change of FVC (%
predicted) to quantify change in FVC over time. Comparison
of rate of change of FVC (% predicted) between patients
recommended and compliant vs. non-compliant with NIV was
made with multiple regression analyses fitted using generalized
least squares.

RESULTS

Populations Characteristics and Factors
Associated With Respiratory Dysfunction
at Baseline
In Table 1 the demographics, baseline characteristics, and
duration of followup are presented for our population of 110
patients with DM1. Associations between baseline characteristics
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TABLE 1 | Demographics of the 110 DM1 patients.

N (%) Mean ± SD

Sex

M 53 (47.7)

W 57 (51.4)

Ethnicity

White/ European 99 (90.0)

African American 5 (4.5)

Hispanic/Latino 1 (0.9)

Asian 1 (0.9)

Other 1 (0.9)

Unknown 3 (2.7)

Age at baseline (years) 42.92 ± 12.34

BMI at baseline (kg/m2 ) n = 107 27.05 ± 6.95

Age of onset n = 70 29.29 ± 16.82

Congenital (apparent at birth) 3 (4.3)

Childhood-onset (<10 years) 4 (5.7)

Juvenile-onset (10–20) 15 (21.4)

Adult-onset (20–40) 31(44.3)

Late-onset (>40) 17 (24.3)

Duration of disease at final collection point (years) n = 70 18.63 ± 12.65

CTG Expansion Score

1= (<100) 6 (8.1)

2= (100–199) 13 (17.6)

3= (200–699) 23 (31.1)

4= (≥700) 32 (43.2)

Baseline MIRS Category

I 2 (1.8)

II 25 (22.7)

III 23 (20.9)

IV 42 (38.2)

V 8 (7.3)

unknown 10 (9.1)

Number of PFT evaluations 4.96 ± 3.02

Time from baseline to final PFT (years) evaluation 4.37 ± 3.01

PFT score at baseline (FVC % predicted)

Normal (>79%) 23 (20.9)

Mild restriction (70–79%) 32 (29.1)

Moderate Restriction (50–69%) 36 (32.7)

Severe Restriction (<50%) 19 (17.3)

Change in PFT Score from Baseline to Final Measurement

Never developed restrictive pattern 10 (9.3)

Developed Restrictive pattern 13 (12.0)

Started with restrictive pattern 85 (78.7)

and respiratory dysfunction as measured by FVC (% predicted)
were investigated. Greater CTG repeat sizes (p < 0.0001), MIRS
Muscular Impairment Rate Scale (MIRS) scores (p < 0.0001),
and disease duration (p = 0.0027) were associated with lower
baseline FVC (% predicted) (Figure 1). Similarly, lower FVC
(% predicted) was associated with higher BMI (r = −0.25, p
< 0.001), presence of respiratory symptoms (any) (r = −0.20,
p = < 0.001), and the presence of specific respiratory symptoms

including orthopnea (orthopnea: median= 60.00 interquartile
range= [48.00, 72.00], no orthopnea: 68.95 [57.00, 80.00]
p = 0.008); shortness of breath (SOB: 64.9 [47.0,76.2], no
SOB: 76.5 [60.4, 84.4], p = 0.0021), and dyspnea on exertion
(DOE:69.2, [49.9, 79.0]), no DOE: 75.0 [60.1, 85.3], p = 0.038).
Other specific respiratory symptoms including night sweats,
morning headache, and daytime fatigue did not show significant
associations with FVC at baseline. At baseline there was no
relationship between number of respiratory symptoms and CTG
repeat size and disease duration.

The primary parameter investigated in this study was FVC,
but we also evaluated EtCO2 and VC (% predicted). At baseline
there was no relationship between EtCO2 vs. CTG repeat size
(r = 0.0314, p = 0.801, n = 67), MIRS score (r = 0.0481,
p = 0.645, n = 94), or disease duration (r = 0.112, p = 0.385,
n = 62). At baseline there was no relationship between VC (%
predicted) and CTG repeat size (r=−0.452, p= 0.0790, n= 16),
MIRS score (r=−0.443, p= 0.0985, n= 15), or disease duration
(r =−0.0230, p= 0.941, n= 13).

Longitudinal Decline in FVC Over Time and
Predictive Factors
We analyzed the longitudinal FVC of the entire cohort to
understand the progression of respiratory muscle dysfunction.
The slope estimate for the unadjusted annual change of FVC
(% predicted) obtained from generalized least squares was−1.42
(p < 0.001), indicating a negative linear trend between rate of
change in FVC and time (Table 2, Figure 2).

To understand what factors may be associated with rate of
progression we analyzed FVC progression by adjusting skeletal
muscle dysfunction as quantified by MIRS, CTG repeat length
and time at time obtained as predictors of rate of decline.
Longitudinal assessment demonstrated that patients with more
severe muscle impairment at baseline measurement (MIRS IV
and V) showed lower % predicted FVC than those with minimal
impairment at baseline (MIRS I) (p = 0.012 and 0.025) and
MIRS III (p = 0.011) (Table 3, Figure 3A). In patients with
mild or moderate muscle impairment at baseline (MIRS II and
III) % predicted FVC was not significantly different than the %
predicted FVC of those with minimal impairment at baseline
(MIRS I). There is a curvilinear correlation between % predicted
FVC and age at time obtained (p = 0.008) (Table 3, Figure 3B).
CTG repeat length showed negative correlation with % predicted
FVC while controlling other covariates (P< 0.001) (Table 3,
Figure 3C).

Annual Rate of Change of FVC and
Predictive Factors
We calculated the annual rate of change in percent predicted FVC
calculated by dividing the FVC change between the duration of
two consecutive visits and associated it with factors including
CTG repeat size, MIRS rating groups, age of symptoms onset
and BMI. Rate of change of percent predicted FVC was not
significantly different when compared across CTG repeat score
(very small= 1.93 [−2.39, 3.67], small= −2.25 [−6.50, −0.00],
medium= −1.22 [−4.38, 2.35], large= −1.67 [−6.00, 4.20],
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FIGURE 1 | Relationship between baseline FVC (% predicted) and (A) CTG repeat size (r = −0.482, p = <0.0001, n = 74, Pearson), (B) MIRS (r = −0.510, p <

0.0001, n = 100, Pearson), and (C) disease duration (r = −0.353, p = 0.0027, n = 70, Pearson).

TABLE 2 | Longitudinal Decline in FVC over time.

Value Std Error t-value p-value

Intercept 69.2 1.65 42.1 0

Time since baseline PFTs (in years) −1.42 0.381 −3.73 0

p = 0.27), MIRS rating groups (I= 2.08 [2.08, 2.08], II=
−1.43 [−6.36, 2.22], III= −1.67 [−5.20, 1.96], IV= −1.46
[−5.60, 3.25], V= −0.87 [−4.94, 6.00], p = 0.92), age of
symptom onset (congenital= −1.43 [−7.27, 2.00], childhood=
−1.67 [−5.23, 2.40], juvenile= −1.67 [−5.50, 3.33], adult=
−1.80 [−5.65, 2.22], late= −1.15 [−6.00, 3.33], p = 0.92), or
BMI (r=−0.017, p= 0.69).

Effect of Intervention
We analyzed the effect of NIV compliance among patients
recommended to use NIV by comparing the change in percent
predicted FVC between those who were and those who were not
compliant with NIV. Patients who were recommended to use
NIV but were non-compliant had percent predicted FVCs that
decreased faster than those on NIV (NIV compliant= −0.68,
NIV non-compliant=−1.61; n= 74; p= 0.021; Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

In this retrospective study, we aimed to better understand
respiratory muscle impairment in patients with DM1.
Respiratory impairment is an important feature of DM1
and is one of the most common muscular dystrophies associated
with prominent respiratory failure. We found that FVC was
impaired in the majority of individuals in our cohort. Similar
to prior studies, we demonstrated that greater CTG repeat
expansion and, accordingly, more severe muscle dysfunction,
were associated with greater restrictive impairment (4, 6, 7, 13–
15). We also found that respiratory muscle impairment was
associated with increased patient symptom burden. At baseline,
patients with more respiratory symptoms, such as shortness
of breath, dyspnea on exertion, orthopnea, night sweats,
morning headaches, and snoring, had lower FVC values. A

similar association was seen in a recent study investigating the
respiratory symptom burden in DM1 patients which found that
the presence of more symptoms overall- orthopnea, dyspnea,
apnea, poor sleep, morning headache, decreased concentration,
daytime sleepiness, fatigue, and treated chest infections-
correlated with worse pulmonary function as measured by PFTs
(16). The association between orthopnea and lower baseline
FVC is congruent with the established worsening of DM1
respiratory muscle function in supine positioning and further
indicative of significant respiratory muscle weakness (4). Our
findings of significant relationships between lower FVC and
the presence of SOB, DOE, and orthopnea suggest that these
symptoms may be more useful for screening as compared with
symptoms of night sweats, morning headaches, and snoring.
However, our study is limited by the lack of analysis of function
of other organ systems, most notably the absence of attention to
cardiac function as cardiac deficits can have significant overlap
with the symptoms of respiratory dysfunction such as DOE
and orthopnea.

Another major objective of this study was investigation of
the rate of longitudinal respiratory muscle function decline in
DM1. In our study, % predicted FVC showed a mean rate of
decline of−1.42% predicted FVC per year over an average period
of 4.37 ± 3.01 years per patient. Importantly, in our study, we
analyzed % predicted FVC as this factors in age, and allowed
us account for the expected reductions of FVC during aging.
When examined across all timepoints, there was a break from
a pattern of progressive decline in that a curvilinear pattern
between FVC and age was noted. FVC values were highest in
the 2nd−3rd decade, reached a nadir in the 4th– 5th decade, and
then slightly increased in the 5th−7th decade. This pattern may
be explained by survivorship bias- those patients who survive
past the 5th decade are likely have milder disease and thus
show less severe respiratory impairment. The annual rate of %
predicted FVC decline in our study was increased compared with
that previously noted by Thil and colleagues who showed a rate of
−0.72 predicted per year over an average of 9.02 ± 3.4 years per
patient (8). It is possible that the greater rate of decline seen in our
study may be explained by the increased severity of our cohort as
only 9% of our patient population, as compared with 35% of the
cohort examined by Thil et al. (8) showed no impairment of FVC.
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FIGURE 2 | Rate of change in percent predicted FVC over time (r = −1.421, Wald statistic = 13.92 [p < 0.001], n = 152 subjects with 522 observations).

This study attempted to identify factors that may be predictive
of the rate of decline in respiratory function. We found no
relationship between the rate of decline FVC when stratified by
MIRS, CTG repeat length, age of onset, or BMI. As expected
we did find that patients with more severe muscle impairment
(baseline MIRS IV and V) demonstrated lower FVC than those
with baseline MIRS I and III, but the rate of decline was not
different between patients with differing baseline severities of
muscle impairment. Factors such as BMI have been reported
as an important factor in respiratory muscle dysfunction, and
thus the lack of relationships between rate of respiratory decline
and MIRS rating groups, CTG repeat length, or BMI was
unexpected (17). This lack of significant differences in rates
of FVC decline between MIRS rating groups may suggest that
decline is not due to progressive muscle impairment alone (18).
The associations with greater muscle impairment and worse
respiratory function but no differences in rate of progression
may suggest impairment due to developmental aspects of DM1.
As such, more severely impaired patients may show more
impairment at baseline, due to developmental defects, but similar
rates of decline.

We examined various parameters of respiratory functional
status, and we found FVC, as compared with EtCO2 or VC
to be most correlated with other measures of disease severity.
Thus, FVC was used to investigate predictors of decline of
respiratory muscle function. One limitation of our study was
that analyses of VC relative to other disease measured was
limited by lack of baseline data for VC in 93 of our 110
participants as VC did not become a routine part of spirometry
for our DM1 patients until a few years after our data collection
starting point.

TABLE 3 | Multiple regression of change in FVC (% predicted).

Value Std.Error t-value p-value

Intercept 117.4 11.2 10.440 0.000

Time since baseline PFTs (in years) −0.902 0.500 −1.80 0.072

MIRS=II (ref: MIRS I) −8.84 5.57 −1.58 0.113

MIRS=III (ref: MIRS I) −8.78 5.67 −1.55 0.122

MIRS=IV (ref: MIRS I) −13.9 5.51 −2.53 0.012

MIRS=V (ref: MIRS I) −13.7 6.10 −2.25 0.025

MIRS= III (ref: MIRS IV & V) 5.090 1.983 2.566 0.011

CTG −0.014 0.003 −4.78 0.000

Age at time obtained −0.755 0.285 −2.65 0.008

Other studies have commonly investigated FVC and found it
to be impaired to varying degrees and some have observed both
its variation with disease parameters such as MIRS score or CTG
repeat length and its decline with disease progression (6, 8, 10, 14,
15). In a recent review of 55 articles on respiratory dysfunction in
DM1 byHawkins et al. (6) FVC and VCwere the most commonly
impaired parameters, with 23 of these articles utilizing FVC in
their evaluation of respiratory dysfunction. Poussel et al. found a
negative correlation between FVC (% predicted) and CTG repeat
length, while Monteiro et al. found a correlation between CTG
repeat length and SpO2, MEP (% predicted), and NIV use but
not FVC (7, 15). Kierkegaard et al. found more severe respiratory
function in patients with more severe muscle impairment, and
similarly Araujo et al. found loss of expiratory muscle strength
with increasing MIRS score (19, 20).
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FIGURE 3 | Multiple regression modeling of FVC (% predicted) across (A) MIRS, (B) age at time obtained and (C) CTG repeat length.

FIGURE 4 | Comparison of decline in percent predicted FVC over time between patients recommended but non-compliant with NIV vs. those on NIV (t = −2.319,

p = 0.021).

Data on the benefit of NIV use in DM1 is inconclusive.
While Montiero et al. found that prolonged NIV use improved
symptoms and improved nocturnal ventilation, other studies
have demonstrated little benefit in symptoms or quality of life,
as well as uncertain survival benefit for DM1 patients using
NIV (7, 18). Here, we explored the impact of NIV compliance
on the rate of decline of percent predicted FVC in patients
recommended to receive NIV and found that NIV compliant
patients experiences slower rates of FVC decline than non-
compliant patients. These results support the utility of NIV
intervention in slowing the progression of respiratory decline in
DM1 patients. As a multisystem disease with diverse impact, the
factors driving non-compliance, such as cognitive impairment or

apathy, may also contribute to progression. Thus, it is difficult to
conclude whether NIV directly contributed to less decline in the
compliant individuals in this cohort.

The main strength of our study is longitudinal data obtained
from a large cohort of DM1 patients showing slowly progressive
respiratory decline. Our study was limited by wide variability
both overall and within cohorts making effective comparison
between these cohorts challenging. Despite comparing decline in
multiple respiratory parameters across multiple disease measures
we were unable to predict the cause of this variability. Interrater
factors were controlled for by the use of a single respiratory
therapist for all PFT measurements but there is still high
likelihood that effort and compliance varied both between
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patients and visits. The ethnic population of our study poorly
approximates the local ethnic composition, which may be a
component of both founder effect and ascertainment issues
possibly confounded by issues with unequal access to care.
Another area of limitation for our study is related to its
retrospective design not allowing for availability of all data across
study duration, as with the lack of VC data. A possible area of
future study is relation of respiratory decline to other system
dysfunction, such as cardiac or endocrine dysfunction.

CONCLUSION

This study confirms the current consensus that DM1 is
characterized by slowly progressive restrictive respiratory
dysfunction. We found FVC (% predicted) to be most correlated
with other measures of disease severity, suggesting its utility as a
measure of impairment of respiratory function in DM1. Greater
CTG repeat size, higher MIRS rating, longer disease duration,
and number of respiratory symptoms were all correlated
with lower baseline FVC (% predicted), but annual rate of
change was not correlated with any of these disease measures.
The confirmation of progressive respiratory dysfunction and
data suggesting less severe FVC in individuals that were
compliant with NIV support the relevance of NIV treatment
in combination with other therapeutic interventions to reduce
respiratory decline in DM1. It is clear that there is a complex
interplay of factors including but not limited to muscle weakness,
genetic phenotype, age of onset, and BMI that are contributing
to the progression of respiratory decline.
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